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Use the data in the picture graph to create a table and a column graph.

Which is the most popular sport? ______________ Which is the second most popular? ______________

Which is the least popular? _____________ Which sport is twice as popular as football? ______________

How many more people prefer soccer to tennis? ___ How many more prefer basketball to football? _____

How many more prefer soccer to football? _____ How many prefer tennis to volleyball? _____

Which sport is twice as popular as volleyball? _______________ How many more people were surveyed? ____

Which was the most helpful to use to find answers, the picture graph, table or column graph?

_________________ Why? ___________________________________________________________________
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football
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ANSWER KEY

Use the data in the picture graph to create a table and a column graph.

Which is the most popular sport? ______________ Which is the second most popular? ______________

Which is the least popular? _____________ Which sport is twice as popular as football? ______________

How many more people prefer soccer to tennis? ___ How many more prefer basketball to football? _____

How many more prefer soccer to football? _____How many prefer tennis to volleyball? _____

Which sport is twice as popular as volleyball? _______________ How many more people were surveyed? ____

Which was the most helpful to use to find answers, the picture graph, table or column graph?

_________________ Why? ___________________________________________________________________
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